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We'd first like to thank University of Kentuc}<y professors Arnold Parr (Philosophy), Dierdra
Reber (Hispanic Studies), Anna Secor (Geography, now at Durham University), Sharon Yam
(Writing, Rhetoric, and Digital Studies), and Charlie Zhang (Gender and Women's Studies),
who designed and led the Social Theory Seminar on Affect in the Spring of 2018. The present
volume sprang from that course, and we would not be here without their expertise and vision.
In sharing their knowledge and prodding us to think about affect in a critical, intersectional, and
interdisciplinary manner, they laid the groundwork that made this journal possible.

We were blessed to be able to spend time with three distinguished scholars who were invited to
'77-~~ the University of Kentucky for the Committee on Social Theory's Spring Lecture Series, Drs.
e::.rn'Ail Deborah Gould, Brian Massumi, and Shannon Sullivan. In addition, we also had the distinct
pleasure of conversing with the Fall of 2018 Social Theory Distinguished Speaker, Dr. Ann
.,.
Stoler. We are thankful to all four of these scholars for so generously sharing their time and
expertise as they sat with us for lengthy interviews, and for their enlightening and enlivening
inputs to the present issue. Their interviews show why affect studies is indispensable for
understanding our contemporary world.
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We also want to extend a special thank you to Dr. Michael Samers, who provided invaluable
guidance as the editorial collective's faculty advisor. He offered crucial advice throughout the
entire process, especially as we fielded submissions and navigated the peer review process for
the first time.

We are grateful for the backing of the University of Kentucky's Committee on Social Theory and
the work of Interim Director Dr. Michael Samers and Program Director Dr. Tad Mutersbaugh.
Without the enormous efforts of administrators Lori Tyndall and Eva Hicks and Social Theory
Research Assistant Emily Kaufman, organizing and advertising events, managing travel plans,
reserving space, and ensuring the smooth functioning of the Committee's operations, none of
this would be possible. We are the privileged beneficiaries of their unsung labor. The thoughtful
guidance of Adrian Ho, Director of Digital Scholarship at UK Libraries, has kept disClosure
running though its frequently bumpy transition periods, and we are grateful for his presence
and his aid from start to finish.
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Sophonie Bazile, who served as the editor-in-chief for the 27th volume of disClosure, graciously
shared her experiences and materials with us, and answered our many questions. We would
have been lost without her. We reserve a special, heartfelt thanks to Meredith Wadlington, for
her unflagging encouragement and unflinching spirit through the many moments when the
going got tough. Her support was a great source of strength. Last but not least, we want to
thank the authors whose work on affect you find in these pages, not only for their brilliant
contributions, but also for their patience ahd good cheer as we stumbled through this long and
ever-lengthening process. They are why this volume exists, and we are excited to share their
work with you.

